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ABSTRACT
Isotope substitution is an important experimental technique that offers deep insight into reaction mechanisms, as the measured kinetic iso-
tope effects (KIEs) can be directly compared with theory. For multiple proton transfer processes, there are two types of mechanisms: stepwise
transfer and concerted transfer. The Bell–Limbach model provides a simple theory to determine whether the proton transfer mechanism is
stepwise or concerted from KIEs. Recent scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments have studied the proton switching process in
water tetramers on NaCl(001). Theoretical studies predict that this process occurs via a concerted mechanism; however, the experimental
KIEs resemble the Bell–Limbach model for stepwise tunneling, raising questions on the underlying mechanism or the validity of the model.
We study this system using ab initio instanton theory, and in addition to thermal rates, we also considered microcanonical rates, as well
as tunneling splittings. The instanton theory predicts a concerted mechanism, and the KIEs for tunneling rates (both thermal and micro-
canonical) upon deuteration are consistent with the Bell–Limbach model for concerted tunneling but could not explain the experiments. For
tunneling splittings, partial and full deuteration change the size of it in a similar fashion to how they change the rates. We further examined
the Bell–Limbach model in another system, porphycene, which has both stepwise and concerted tunneling pathways. The KIEs predicted by
instanton theory are again consistent with the Bell–Limbach model. This study highlights differences between KIEs in stepwise and concerted
tunneling and the discrepancy between theory and recent STM experiments. New theory/experiments are desired to settle this problem.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0085010

I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen bonding is ubiquitous in the gas phase clusters,
on surfaces, and in condensed matter.1–4 The small mass of

hydrogen (H) means that many properties of the H-bonded
systems are quantum mechanical in nature.5–7 The associated
nuclear quantum effects (NQEs), which refer to the differences
between properties of a realistic system when the nuclei are
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described as quantum or classical particles, can be reflected by
many phenomena, e.g., quantum delocalization of H, quantum
tunneling, and zero-point energies effects.8 Theoretically, devel-
opments of ab initio computer simulation methods in recent
years have demonstrated the importance of NQEs in many sys-
tems, e.g., water nanostructures on metal surfaces,9 ice,3,4,8,10–12

and organic molecules.13–17 From the experimental perspective,
techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measure-
ments in gas phase systems,18,19 high-resolution scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) on surfaces,20–22 helium scattering on surfaces,23

sum-frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy for interfaces,24–26

and x-ray diffraction in solids27 have provided valuable experimental
data for the calibration of the theoretical methods and models.
Due to progress from these two aspects, our understandings of
NQEs in H-bonded systems have improved tremendously in recent
years.

Isotope substitution, e.g., replacing H by deuterium (D), has
played a crucial role in making theoretical simulations and experi-
mental observations comparable. In chemical reactions, a key quan-
tity related to this is the kinetic isotope effect (KIE), which refers
to the changes in the chemical reaction rates when one of the ele-
ments in the reactants is substituted by one of its isotopes. KIEs
can be directly measured in experiments. Theoretically, it is primar-
ily a quantum mechanical property since (i) heavier isotopologue
has smaller vibrational frequencies compared to its lighter counter-
part, resulting in different zero-point energies, and (ii) if quantum
tunneling occurs, the probability of the system passing through
a potential energy barrier decreases with the square root of the
effective mass. Therefore, KIEs normally increase with decreasing
temperature (T).28 This is especially true in the deep tunneling
regime, and a prominent example of this resides on H/D diffusion
on metal surfaces, where quantum tunneling of H/D plays a central
role.23,29,30 The microscopic details of these processes have been rela-
tively well-understood.31 In H-bonded systems, proton transfer (PT)
processes can be more complicated because multiple protons can be
involved. It can happen that each proton moves separately, which
means that the process occurs in a “stepwise” manner. Meta-stable
intermediate states (ISs) may also exist in stepwise PT, resulting in
the existence of multiple transition states (TSs). It can also hap-
pen that the protons transfer collectively, commonly referred to as
the “concerted” mechanism, and the process has only a single TS.
Therefore, compared with single proton tunneling,29,31,32 despite the
numerous theoretical and experimental efforts exerted on multi-
ple proton tunneling, our understanding of these processes is still
lacking.

In this study, we investigate tunneling in processes involving
multiple PTs, using the ring-polymer instanton theory33–37 with on-
the-fly ab initio calculations. We choose the KIEs and the tunneling
splitting factors as the key quantities to analyze. Two systems are
studied in this work: (i) water tetramer on NaCl(001), featuring a
concerted tunneling mechanism,38 and (ii) gas phase porphycene,
featuring both concerted and stepwise (with meta-stable ISs) mech-
anisms. A simple theory exists for predicting KIEs in stepwise and
concerted PT processes, known as the Bell–Limbach model,39,40

which was established based on early NMR measurements. It states
that the tunneling rate drops to similar values upon partial and full
deuteration in stepwise tunneling scenario, while in the concerted
scenario, the tunneling rate continues to drop significantly as the

system goes from partial to full deuteration. Our simulations for
both systems agree qualitatively with this model. These consis-
tent results, however, are inconsistent with recent high resolution
cryogenic STM measurements for water tetramer on Au supported
NaCl(001)21 and for porphycene on Ag(110).20 We also considered
the possibility that a microcanonical rate, rather than a thermal
rate, was measured in the experiments due to the low tempera-
ture and possible energy excitation caused by the electric current.
The results show that the conflict between theory and experiments
is not due to energy excitation. Besides KIEs, tunneling splitting
may serve as an alternative experimental observable. Partial and
full deuteration change the sizes of the splitting associated with
the concerted tunneling channel in a way similar to that of the
rates in the Bell–Limbach model. Overall, this study emphasizes
some fundamental differences between the atomic level details of the
stepwise and concerted tunneling mechanisms and their conse-
quences. To achieve consensus on multiple proton tunneling, new
experiments and theoretical simulations are still highly desired in
future studies.

II. METHODS
Transition-state theory (TST)41 has been greatly successful in

estimating the rate of chemical reactions. The classical TST rate is
given by

kTST = ATST e−βVTS , (1)

where VTS is the energy of the TS with respect to the reactant, β
= 1

kBT , and ATST is a prefactor, which contains contributions from
the partition functions. This TST rate is purely based on classical
mechanics, and the Eyring TST rate adds partial quantum correc-
tions [namely, zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections] heuristically by
swapping out classical vibrational partition functions for quantum
mechanical ones.

A. Thermal ring-polymer instanton rate theory
Instanton theory35–37,42,43 provides a computationally efficient

method for computing tunneling rates via locating optimal tun-
neling pathways (called instantons). There are several different
approaches to instanton theory as well as different implementations
of it.33,37,44–49 Instantons (under the ring-polymer representation)
can be viewed as a quantum analog to the classical TST, and
the instanton rate can be formally expressed in a form similar to
Eq. (1),

kinst(β) = Ainst e−Sinst[x(τ)]/̵h. (2)

The Euclidean action of an instanton is defined as

Sinst[x(τ)] = ∫
β̵h

0
[

1
2

m∣ẋ(τ)∣2 + V(x(τ))]dτ, (3)

where the “instanton,” x(τ), is a cyclic path in imaginary time of
length βh traversing the barrier region. The prefactor Ainst contains
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fluctuations around the instanton path described by its partition
function. Making use of the discrete path-integral, instanton can
be described in a ring-polymer form.33 Being an optimal tunnel-
ing pathway that minimizes the Euclidean action, instantons can be
located via 1st order saddle point optimization in an extended ring-
polymer space. It can be obtained using methods similar to locating
the transition state in a classical TST rate calculation. When T is
lower than the crossover temperature50,51 Tc ∼

̵h∣ωTS,0 ∣

2πkB
, ωTS,0 is the

imaginary frequency of the TS, the ring-polymer instanton spreads
out along the reaction coordinate. Its action Sinst/β < hVTS, meaning
that the exponential part of the instanton rate becomes larger than
that of the classical TST rate.

B. Microcanonical instanton theory
Instanton theory can also be used to compute rates in the

microcanonical ensemble, which is the reaction rate at a given
reactant energy. The microcanonical rate constant is defined by52,53

k(E) =
1

2πh̵
N(E)
ρr(E)

, (4)

where N(E) is the cumulative reaction probability for a system with
total energy E (e.g., for the water tetramer on the NaCl system, E is
the vibrational energy since the system does not translate nor rotate)
and ρr(E) is the reactant density of states.

The key quantity in Eq. (4), N(E), can be computed
from instanton trajectories, and there are more than one
formulation.42,46,54,55 In this work, we use the density-of-states (DoS)
instanton theory,56 which is based on the summation formulation
of Miller,54 while made practical for large systems. Since we are
computing microcanonical properties, it would be helpful to label
each instanton using its energy instead of its imaginary time τ. The
instanton energy is defined as

EI =
∂S
∂τ

. (5)

One first optimizes a series of instanton with different τ values, cor-
responding to different values of EI. We can define the DoS of each
instanton, namely, ρI(E; EI), using Laplace transform,

∫

∞

EI

dE ρI(E; EI)e−β̃E
= ZI(β̃; EI)e−β̃EI , (6)

where β̃ is the Laplace transformation variable, ZI is the partition
function of the instanton (note that this is not the same as the
ring-polymer partition function; for details, please see Ref. 56). By
making the steepest-descent approximation to the inverse Laplace
transform, one can practically compute ρI(E; EI) for each instanton,

ρI(E; EI) =
⎛

⎝
2π

∂2 ln[ZI(β̃; EI)e−β̃EI]

∂β̃2

⎞

⎠

−
1
2

eβ̃EZI(β̃; EI)e−β̃EI ,

E(β̃) = −
∂ ln[ZI(β̃; EI)e−β̃EI]

∂β̃
.

(7)

Then, N(E) in the DoS formulation is given by

NDoS(E) = ∫
∞

Emin
I

dEI PSC(EI)ρI(E; EI), (8)

where PSC is the semiclassical transmission probability, and in this
work, we use the expression with the parabolic top correction,46,57

PSC(E) =
⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

[1 + eW(E)/̵h
]
−1, E < VTS,

[1 + eWpb(E)/̵h]
−1, E ≥ VTS,

(9)

where W is the abbreviated action W(E) = 2 ∫
√

2[V(g) − E] dg, g
is the mass-weighed coordinate, and Wpb(E) = 2π(VTS − E)/ωTS,0.
For more details of microcanonical instanton theory and the DoS
instanton method, please refer to Ref. 56.

C. Instanton theory for tunneling splittings
In a symmetric double-well system, overlap of the wavefunction

of the two wells by tunneling will result in splitting of energy levels.
The splitting size of the ground-state determined by the coupling
strength, i.e., tunneling probability, is a T-independent quantity as
it does not involve any thermal population of excited vibrational
states. In the T → 0 limit, with the contribution of excited levels
neglected,58 one has

lim
β→∞

Q(β)
2Q0(β)

= lim
β→∞

e−β(E0−Δ/2)
+ e−β(E0+Δ/2)

2e−βE0

= lim
β→∞

cosh(
βΔ
2
), (10)

where Q(β) (2Q0(β)) is the partition function of the double-well
system (two unconnected single wells). E0 ± Δ/2 are the energy levels
split by tunneling. Q0(β) can be evaluated simply by the vibrational
frequencies of a well.

Applying the method of steepest-descent, Q(β) can be approx-
imated by instantons. Specially, in the T → 0 limit, the instanton
trajectory is quite different from that at finite T. It spends most time
staying in the wells and pass the barrier occasionally. A pass process
is quick, called a “kink,”51 and it can happen arbitrary (even) times
because the imaginary time of the path (βh) is infinite. If the number
of kinks is zero, the instanton is collapsed in the reactant well and its
partition function reduces to Q0.

Enumerating all possible instanton trajectories, one arrives at

Q(β) =
∞

∑
n=0,even

2Nn

n!
Qn(β), (11)

where Qn(β) represents the contribution from a trajectory contain-
ing n kinks. The prefactor is the number of ways of arranging n kinks
in a ring-polymer of N beads. In the N →∞ limit, all the kinks can
be viewed as isolated and identical kinks. With the contribution from
the trivial beads (i.e., beads that are collapsed in a well), Q0, excluded,
Qn(β) is only related to n and the contribution of one kink (donated
as θ) through

Qn

Q0
= θn. (12)
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θ can be calculated from a linear polymer composed of finite beads
connecting the two wells.

Combining the above equations, one can get the final expres-
sion for the ground-state tunneling splitting of a double-well
system,

Δ =
2

βN
θ =

2h̵
Φ

√
Skink

2πh̵
e−Skink/

̵h. (13)

Skink is the Euclidean action of the kink described by a linear polymer
and Φ is the fluctuation term. Both quantities are T-independent.
For more details of the linear polymer, please refer to Ref. 58.

D. Reducing the computational cost of instanton
optimization with machine learning

In our simulations, we combine first-principles and machine
learning (ML) methods to optimize instantons with a large num-
ber of beads at an affordable computational cost. The Gaussian
process regression (GPR) method is employed to fit the potential-
energy surface locally around the dominant tunneling pathway. This
method can accelerate the convergence of instanton optimizations,
significantly reducing the number of on-the-fly ab initio calcula-
tions required.59,60 GPR models are trained using potential energies,
gradients, and hessian data from density functional theory (DFT)
calculations. We adapted the procedure described in Ref. 59, with
some changes, mainly in that we first perform on-the-fly instanton
optimizations with a small number of beads, and build our initial
dataset from that. In specific, the initial GPR model is trained using
potential energy, gradients from the optimized instanton, and five
hessians picked from the instanton trajectory. Then, the instanton
is optimized with a large number of beads on the GPR potential
energy surface. Then, we perform ab initio calculations on the GPR
optimized instanton to obtain new gradients and potential energy
data. If the gradients are not converged, we use the new DFT data
as the training set (with the addition of a few hessian data computed
on selected points on the GPR optimized instanton). We iterate this
process until the instanton is converged. The Cartesian coordinates
are used as the descriptor for this system because the system is not in
the gas-phase, so internal coordinate descriptors cannot be directly
applied.

III. RESULTS
A. Water tetramer on Au supported NaCl(001)

We start discussions with water tetramer on Au supported
NaCl(001), a system with one single TS for concerted tunneling.
Two chirality states of the water tetramer exist, i.e., the clockwise
state (CS) and the anti-clockwise state (AS) (see insets in Fig. 1).
According to previous STM experiments, the Cl-terminated tip is
positioned slightly off the center of the water tetramer. The switch-
ing dynamics of water tetramer chirality was monitored by recording
the tunneling current as a function of time. When the tip is far
above the water tetramer, the current remains constant, indicating
no switching between the two chiral states. Once the tip height is
reduced, two current levels appear, in addition to a sudden increase
in the tunneling current. The low and high current levels can be
assigned to the CS and the AS, respectively. The switching rate
between them can be measured, which appears to be T-independent

FIG. 1. MEP for chirality switching in the water tetramer on NaCl. The reaction
coordinate is defined as the average distance the four hydrogens traveled from
the CS minimum. The insets show structures of CS, AS, and TS.

at low Ts, indicating that deep tunneling occurs.21 To investigate
how KIEs affect tunneling rates, full and partial isotopic substi-
tutions on the chirality switching of a water tetramer have been
performed.61 The chirality switching rate of the 4H2O tetramer
is substantially reduced by replacing only one H2O with D2O, to
almost the same level as the 4D2O tetramer.61

To understand this, atomistic details of the chirality switching
between CS and AS have been studied using classical and quantum
theories. The transfer of a single proton from its donor to its accep-
tor necessarily creates defects and charge separations, and the large
energy penalty associated with the transfer eliminates the possibility
of sequential PT in chiral cyclic water tetramers at low Ts. Concerted
transfer of all four protons along their respective hydrogen bonds
prevents the creation of charge defects,62 therefore, becomes the only
possible mechanism. So far, theoretical studies based on the analysis
of NMR experiments have established a simple picture of the KIEs
for stepwise and concerted tunneling, known as the Bell–Limbach
tunneling model.40 The KIE of the rate constant, kLL (L =H or D), in
the tunneling regime, follows,

kHH ≫ kHD ≈ 2kDD (14)

for the stepwise mechanism and

kHH/kHD ≈ kHD/kDD (15)

for the concerted one.39,40 The Bell–Limbach tunneling model have
also been extended to describe the multiple PT process with more
than two protons.63 For example, for the water tetramer system, the
relation between transfer rates with four transferring H atoms (k4H),
three H and one D (k3H1D), and four D atoms (k4D) satisfies

(k4H/k3H1D)
3
≈ k3H1D/k4D, (16)

if the underlying mechanism is concerted. A previous simula-
tion study61 using rate theory based on ab initio ring-polymer
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molecular dynamics64,65 has computed the KIEs at low tempera-
tures. We find that the previous results show behavior in quali-
tative agreement with Eq. (16), consistent with the fact that only
the concerted tunneling channel is available.61 The experimental
KIE results61 show that k4H is 1–2 orders of magnitude higher
than k3H1D, and that k3H1D ≈ k4D, which obviously do not satisfy
Eq. (16).

To investigate the KIEs on the tunneling rates efficiently, we
use ab initio instanton theory, with the electronic structure com-
puted on-the-fly with DFT. Tunneling splitting, a quantity neglected
in previous studies, is also analyzed. The DFT calculations are per-
formed using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP),66,67

together with projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials
and a cutoff energy of 800 eV for the expansion of the elec-
tronic wave functions. The exchange–correlation interactions are
described within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA),
using the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional.68 Dispersion
interactions are accounted for using the DFT-D2 method.69 We
use a bilayer NaCl substrate in a 2 × 2 unit cell (with 18 atoms
per layer). The thickness of the vacuum above the slab is 10 Å.
The Brillouin zone is sampled using a (2 × 2 × 1) Gamma centered
Monkhorst–Pack k-point mesh. The substrate is kept fixed during
the instanton optimizations. We have checked that substrate relax-
ation only has a small impact on the reaction barrier. We use the
climbing image nudged elastic band (cNEB) method70 to obtain the
potential energy profiles of concerted proton transfer, with the max-
imum force converged to below 0.01 eV/Å. The potential energy
profile (Fig. 1) shows the minimum energy pathway (MEP) for the
chirality switching of the collective proton transfer, with a barrier of
∼0.73 eV.

The crossover temperatures (Tc) of the 4H2O, 3H2O + D2O,
and 4D2O systems are 327, 303, and 234 K, respectively, indicating
that tunneling can occur even at moderately high Ts. To explore the
T-dependence of the switching rates, we study the tunneling rates of
the water tetramer at a wide range of Ts (from 200 down to 50 K).
Our instanton calculations use 50 beads at 250 K and an increasing
number of beads at lower temperatures (up to 170 beads for 100 K
and below), with the total force on the instanton converged to below
0.06 eV/Å. The geometries of the optimized instanton paths at a
moderate T (200 K) and a low T (80 K) are shown in Fig. 2. At 200 K
[Figs. 2(a)–2(c)], the tunneling distance (indicated by the instanton
path length of the transferring hydrogen atoms) is very short for
4D2O. The instanton for the 3H2O + D2O system resembles that
of the 4H2O system, and the tunneling distance is obviously longer
than in the 4D2O system. All the instantons become more delocal-
ized (i.e., the length of the instanton path increases) as T decreases,
indicating a gradual transition to deep tunneling. The long instan-
ton path at 80 K suggests that concerted proton transfers happen
through deep tunneling at this T. The instanton pathway deviates
from the classical pathway (i.e., MEP), which is an effect known
as “corner-cutting.”54 As T decreases, corner-cutting effects become
more apparent (Fig. 2), which is an interesting feature of this system
as tunneling (even deep tunneling) is not necessarily accompanied
by corner-cutting.49 The hydrogen atoms in the instanton tunnel via
a more straight path, rather than traveling a longer curved path as
in the MEP, in order to reduce tunneling distance. In addition, the
heavier O atoms barely tunnel in the instanton, whereas they move
significantly in the MEP. This indicates that the chirality switching

FIG. 2. Comparison of instanton paths and the MEP. [(a)–(c)] Geometry of the
instanton paths for 4H2O, 3H2O + D2O, and 4D2O at 200 K. [(d)–(f)] Geometry of
the instanton paths at 80 K. (g) Geometry of the MEP. O, H, D, Na, and Cl atoms
are colored red, light pink, light blue, yellow, and green, respectively.

via deep tunneling does not require the contraction of the O atoms
in the water tetramer. The “on-the-fly” instanton method used
in this work provides a practical way to study multi-dimensional
tunneling effects such as the “corner-cutting” effects observed
here.

The instanton rates at different temperatures are shown in
Fig. 3(a). At high Ts, the instanton rates are close to the Eyring
TST rates. As T decreases, contributions from quantum tunnel-
ing to the rates increase, showing a strong non-Arrhenius behav-
ior. The KIEs also increase with decreasing temperature and
become weakly temperature dependent at low Ts. This trend
agrees qualitatively with previous PIMD calculations.61 The ther-
mal instanton rates show that partial deuteration leads to two
orders of magnitude decrease in the switching rates, which is
consistent with previous STM experiments and PIMD simula-
tions. For full deuteration, however, our simulations show that
the rate decreases much more than partial deuteration, consistent
with previous theoretical predictions but inconsistent with previ-
ous experimental results. In fact, the relation between the instan-
ton rates is consistent with the Bell–Limbach model [Eq. (16)].
We note that the PBE functional may underestimate the poten-
tial energy barrier for this system due to self-interaction errors.
Our tests using a hybrid functional (HSE06) show that self-
interaction errors do not have any qualitative impact on our findings
here.
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FIG. 3. (a) Canonical instanton rates. The temperature dependence of chirality
switching rates. Due to numerical difficulties, the point marked with an open symbol
could not reach our convergence criteria and is shown only for the purpose of a
qualitative reference. (b) Microcanonical instanton rates. The red, blue, and green
solid lines show the rates of chirality switching for 4H2O, 3H2O + D2O, and 4D2O,
respectively.

Since thermal rate theories could not reach agreement with
experimental findings, we consider the possibility that microcanoni-
cal rates are actually measured in the experiments instead of thermal
rates. This is a possibility due to the extremely low temperature in the
experimental setup and the electric current applied in the system for
probing. We used the microcanonical instanton theory to compute
the rate as a function of excitation energy instead of temperature.
No additional instanton optimizations are required for this calcula-
tion; only post-processing of the instanton data are obtained for the
thermal rate calculations. For each instanton (characterized with its
energy EI), we compute W(EI) and stability parameters42 [which is
required to compute ZI(β̄; EI)]. Smooth functions of W(EI) and the
stability parameters (as functions of EI) are then obtained by spline
interpolation over the discrete values. Finally, NDoS(E) is obtained
via numerical integration over the EI grid [Eq. (8)] using Simpson’s

TABLE I. Kink action Skink/h and tunneling splittings Δ values for 4H2O, 3H2O
+ D2O, and 4D2O.

KIEs Skink Δ (MHz)

4H2O 24.003 1.12
3H2O + 1D2O 26.288 0.017
4D2O 31.979 2.08 × 10−6

rule. One can obviously see from Fig. 3(b) that at any excitation
energy, the rate for 3H2O + D2O is close to the rate for 4H2O, while
being much higher than the rate for 4D2O. This trend is qualitatively
the same as the trend in thermal rates [Fig. 3(a)] and in agree-
ment with the Bell–Limbach model. Therefore, the conflict between
theory and experiments does not result from energy excitation.

Finally, we use the instanton to compute the tunneling split-
tings in this system, an important quantity that have yet been
studied. We calculate the kink actions and the tunneling splitting
sizes of the 4H2O, 3H2O + D2O, and 4D2O systems, with the help
of GPR to accelerate the optimization process. 150 beads are used
and the kinks are optimized at 60 K for 4H2O and 3H2O +D2O, and
at 40 K for 4D2O, with the total force on the instanton converged
to below 0.06 eV/Å. The results are shown in Table I. The relative
values of the tunneling splitting sizes upon partial and full deuter-
ation show a similar trend to the rates, i.e., as Eq. (15), although
it is for a completely different quantity. Partial deuteration sup-
presses the magnitude of this splitting, with the value being still
detectable. Full deuteration, however, results in a value that is much
smaller. We acknowledge that measuring these tunneling splitting
sizes is extremely challenging in experiments. However, the consis-
tent behavior of KIEs on tunneling splitting sizes and the tunneling
rates at least presents an opportunity for future studies of the tun-
neling mechanism in experiments. However, we note that it is not
clear whether experimental measurements of tunneling splittings of
molecules adsorbed on surfaces are feasible or not.

B. Porphycene
The second system where we have investigated the multi-

ple PT process is porphycene. It is the first synthesized structural
isomer of free base porphyrin, featuring unique intramolecular dou-
ble PT dynamics.1,14,71,72 In this double PT process, multiple TSs
and meta-stable ISs exist. Same as the first-principles simulations
for the former system, instanton theory is combined with on-the-
fly electronic structure calculation with VASP. Different from the
computational setup of the previous system, the hybrid functional
B3LYP is employed for a better description of the PT process.73,74

We note that the B3LYP function is still not accurate enough to
reproduce the experiments,14,75 but is suitable to predict qualitative
results. The Brillouin zone was sampled using a single k-point. The
potential energy profile of proton transfer in porphycene is sum-
marized in Fig. 4, which shows that the protons transfer among the
lowest four stationary points on the electronic ground-state poten-
tial energy surface. Previous electronic structure calculations have
shown that the trans structure is the most stable tautomer of por-
phycene.76 The energy of the cis structure is slightly higher than
that of the trans (by 83 meV). The double proton transfer in por-
phycene has two pathways (concerted or stepwise), connecting the
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FIG. 4. Energy landscape of double proton transfer in porphycene. Black and
red lines show the proton pathway through the concerted and stepwise mecha-
nism, respectively. H, C, and N atoms are colored light pink, brown, and light gray,
respectively.

two degenerate trans tautomeric states (Fig. 4). For concerted trans-
fer, two protons move collectively through the second-order saddle
point (the black curve in Fig. 4). For stepwise transfer, two protons
move separately through cis configuration, which is the IS on the
potential energy surface, a first-order saddle point. The barrier for
concerted transfer is higher than that of the stepwise one.

Previous simulations have revealed that there is a competi-
tion between concerted and stepwise tunneling.14 At high (low) Ts,
stepwise (concerted) tunneling is favored. At 100 K, the concerted
path accounts for 95% of the total rate.14 Our work focuses on the
KIEs from partial and full deuteration. The tunneling rates at 100 K
for the concerted and at 150 K for the stepwise mechanism are
calculated for the HH, HD, and DD systems. In order to reduce
the computational cost, we use a dual-level approach48 to calculate
instanton rates. Instanton optimizations and Hessian calculations
are performed using the PBE functional. The potential energy along
the tunneling path and the reactant state are recalculated using the
hybrid functional B3LYP, which is used to correct the exponential
part of the instanton rate. The results are shown in Fig. 5. It is clear
that KIEs can distinguish between the concerted and stepwise mech-
anism. For concerted tunneling, partial deuteration decreases the
rate. Full deuteration makes it substantially smaller. The evolution
of kHH, kHD, and kDD agrees with Eq. (15). For stepwise tunneling,
partial deuteration leads to an obvious decline in the tunneling rate,
almost as the same level as full deuteration. The evolution of kHH,
kHD, and kDD is in alignment with Eq. (14). These results, together
with those of the water tetramer discussed above, corroborate the
Bell–Limbach tunneling model for the KIEs in the concerted and
stepwise PT rates.

The Bell–Limbach model has limitations regarding competing
mechanisms. For gas phase porphycene, it has been shown that in
the temperature range of 100–150 K, the rate for stepwise tunnel-
ing is comparable to the rate for concerted tunneling.14 Here, we
qualitatively discuss the behavior of KIEs in the overall rate for a

FIG. 5. Instanton paths and rates for concerted and stepwise tunneling in por-
phycene. [(a)–(c)] Concerted tunneling. The geometry of the instanton paths for
2H, 1H + 1D, and 2D. [(d)–(f)] Stepwise tunneling. The geometry of the instan-
ton paths for 2H, 1H + 1D, and 2D. H, D, C, and N atoms are colored light pink,
olive, brown, and light blue, respectively. (g) Concerted tunneling rates at 100 K.
(h) Stepwise tunneling rates at 150 K.

system with two competing mechanisms. We make an assumption
that kHH/kHD values for the two mechanisms are similar in the
temperature range where the rate of the two mechanisms are com-
parable. One can see from Fig. 5 that kHH/kHD values for the two
mechanisms are similar in the temperature range where the rates of
the two mechanisms are comparable. In this case, kDD for stepwise
tunneling would be much larger than that for concerted tunnel-
ing, because the concerted tunneling rate decreases drastically going
from partial to full deuteration. Therefore, the KIEs for the overall
rate would be similar to the KIEs for the stepwise mechanism. This
suggests that the observation of KIEs similar to the Bell–Limbach
model for stepwise tunneling does not exclude the possibility that the
system has a competition between stepwise and concerted tunneling
mechanisms.

We note that the double PT process in the porphycene molecule
on metal surfaces has been studied by STM experiments as well as
instanton theory simulations.15,20,22,77,78 Unlike porphycene in the
gas-phase, DFT calculations predicted that the cis configuration is
the most stable tautomer on Ag(110) and Cu(110) surfaces. On the
Ag(110) surface, the cis to cis tautomerization via tunneling stud-
ied by STM shows that at 5 K, there is a large KIE of about 100
between HH- and DD-porphycene, while the KIE between DD- and
HD-porphycene is only about two. According to the Bell–Limbach
tunneling model, the cis to cis tautomerization of porphycene on
Ag(110) occurs via a stepwise mechanism.20 Theoretical simula-
tions, however, clearly demonstrate a more competitive concerted
tunneling mechanism at low Ts and qualitatively different behav-
iors of partial and full deuteration.15 Therefore, it is fair to say that
theoretical simulations so far have presented a relatively consistent
picture concerning the competition between stepwise and concerted
tunneling in these systems.

Before concluding, we discuss other possible sources of the dis-
crepancy between the experiments and theories. Previous studies
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have already considered some important factors, for example, the
influence of the height of the STM tip and alternative mechanisms,
and concluded that these factors are unlikely to have any qualita-
tive impact.21,61 Apart from these factors, we do note that the STM
tip may not be exactly at the center of the system, which could lead
to the two chiral states not being equivalent. This could have some
effect on the low temperature regime where deep tunneling through
the bottom of the well occurs. Another plausible explanation is that
there might be different interpretations of the signal measured in the
STM experiment other than it being a proton transfer event. Finally,
since the experiments are at very low temperatures (∼5 K), if the
coupling between the water tetramer and the substrate phonons is
weak enough, it is possible that the tunneling phenomenon is coher-
ent.79 In this case, the observed rate could display different behaviors
and could also depend on the frequency of measurement. Therefore,
more efforts from both the theoretical and experimental sides are
clearly desirable in the future.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we investigate the KIEs and tunneling splittings in

PT processes involving multiple protons with instanton theory, and
with the help of machine learning assisted geometry optimization,
which greatly reduced the computation cost of instanton optimiza-
tions at low temperatures. The systems studied cover two types of
mechanisms, i.e., stepwise tunneling with meta-stable ISs and con-
certed tunneling. For both systems, our simulation results identified
trends in the KIEs of the PT rates upon deuteration, which are qual-
itatively consistent with the Bell–Limbach model but inconsistent
with recent experiments. We also considered the possibility that
microcanonical rates were measured in the experiments instead of
thermal rates due to the extremely low temperature and possible
energy excitations from the probing current. However, the KIEs in
the microcanonical tunneling rates also agree with the Bell–Limbach
model. Given the significance of quantum tunneling in H-bonded
systems, this study has a number of enlightening implications. It
highlights some fundamental differences between the atomic level
details of the stepwise and concerted tunneling mechanisms and
their consequences. The corner-cutting effects mean that includ-
ing the multi-dimensional feature of the proton transfer process
can be important. Besides these, we point out that discrepancies
between theory and experiments clearly remain, meaning that new
theory/experiments are highly desirable.
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